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ABELIAN QUANDLES AND
QUANDLES WITH ABELIAN STRUCTURE GROUP
VICTORIA LEBED AND ARNAUD MORTIER
Abstract. Sets with a self-distributive operation (in the sense of (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c =
(a⊳c)⊳ (b⊳c)), in particular quandles, appear in knot and braid theories, Hopf
algebra classification, the study of the Yang–Baxter equation, and other areas.
An important invariant of quandles is their structure group. The structure
group of a finite quandle is known to be either “boring” (free abelian), or
“interesting” (non-abelian with torsion). In this paper we explicitly describe
all finite quandles with abelian structure group. To achieve this, we show that
such quandles are abelian (i.e., satisfy (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b); present the
structure group of any abelian quandle as a central extension of a free abelian
group by an explicit finite abelian group; and determine when the latter is
trivial. In the second part of the paper, we relate the structure group of any
quandle to its 2nd homology group H2. We use this to prove that the H2 of a
finite quandle with abelian structure group is torsion-free, but general abelian
quandles may exhibit torsion. Torsion in H2 is important for constructing
knot invariants and pointed Hopf algebras.
1. Introduction
A quandle is a set X with an idempotent binary operation ⊳ such that the right
translation by any element is a quandle automorphism. In other words, it should
satisfy the following axioms for all a, b, c ∈ X :
(1) self-distributivity: (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ (b ⊳ c);
(2) the right translation − ⊳ b is a bijection X → X ;
(3) idempotence: a ⊳ a = a.
Removing the last axiom, one gets the notion of rack. Groups with the conjuga-
tion operation a ⊳ b = b−1ab are fundamental examples of quandles. This yields
a functor Conj : Grp → Quandle. Numerous other quandle families of various
nature are known. The systematic study of self-distributivity was motivated by
applications to low-dimentional topology, and goes back to [Joy82, Mat82].
The structure group (also called the enveloping group) of a quandle (X, ⊳) is
defined by the following presentation:
G(X, ⊳) = 〈ga, a ∈ X | gagb = gbga⊳b, a, b ∈ X〉.
It brings group-theoretic tools into the study of quandles. More conceptually,
it yields a functor SGr: Quandle → Grp which is left adjoint to Conj. The
structure group of a rack can be defined along the same lines; however, since the
structure groups of a rack and of its associated quandle are isomorphic (see for
instance [LV19]), we treat only the quandle case here.
Structure groups of finite quandles exhibit the following dichotomy:
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(1) either they are free abelian of rank r = #Orb(X, ⊳) (the number of orbits
of X with respect to all right translations − ⊳ b),
(2) or they are non-abelian and have torsion.
In the second case, G(X, ⊳) has a finite index free abelian subgroup of rank r; see
[LV19] for more details.
It is natural to ask which quandles fall into the first, “boring”, category above.
The condition G(X, ⊳) ∼= Z is easily seen to be equivalent to X being one-element.
Quandles with G(X, ⊳) ∼= Z2 were completely characterised in [BN19]. They are
parametrised by coprime couples (m,n), with m ≤ n, and are presented as
Um,n = {x0, x1, . . . , xm−1, y0, y1, . . . , yn−1},(1.1)
xi ⊳ xj = xi, yk ⊳ yl = yk, xi ⊳ yk = xi+1, yk ⊳ xi = yk+1,
where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m − 1, 0 ≤ k, l ≤ n − 1, and we identify xm = x0 and yn = y0.
These quandles were also considered, for different reasons, in [MP19].
In this paper we describe all finite quandles with G(X, ⊳) ∼= Zr for arbitrary r
(Theorem 4.2). Up to an action of the symmetric group Sr, they are parametrised
by r
2(r−1)
2 natural numbers subject to some inequalities and a coprimality condition.
We simplify this condition in the case r = 3 (Theorem 5.1).
To achieve our characterisation, we first show that quandles with abelian struc-
ture group are necessarily abelian1, i.e., satisfy the condition
(1.2) (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b.
This class of quandles is of independent interest—cf. [P lo85, RR89, JPSZD15,
JPZD18, BCW19]. We parametrise r-orbit abelian quandles by r
2(r−1)
2 natural
numbers subject to some inequalities (Theorem 2.3). This classification is implicit
in [JPSZD15], where it is derived from structural results on more general medial
quandles2. Our parametrisation is explicit, which is essential for further results
in this paper, and constructive, hence easily programmable. Further, we present
the structure group of an abelian r-orbit quandle (X, ⊳) as a central extension of
Z
r by an explicit finite abelian group G′(X, ⊳) (Theorem 3.2). Finally, we show
that G′(X, ⊳) is trivial (equivalently, G(X, ⊳) is free abelian) if and only if certain
greatest common divisor constructed out of the parameters of (X, ⊳) is trivial.
Our result has the following application. The structure group construction ex-
tends to set-theoretic solutions σ : X × X → X × X to the Yang–Baxter equa-
tion; the quandle case corresponds to the solutions (a, b) 7→ (b, a ⊳ b). Structure
groups of involutive solutions (σ2 = Id) are particularly well understood. One
of the tools making involutive solutions accessible is the bijective group 1-cocycle
G(X, σ) → Z#X . For a general invertible non-degenerate solution, one has a bi-
jective group 1-cocycle G(X, σ)→ G(X, ⊳σ), where (X, ⊳σ) is the structure rack of
(X, σ). Thus some results for involutive solutions extend to solutions with G(X, ⊳σ)
free abelian. See [GIVdB98, ESS99, Sol00, LYZ00, LV17, LV19] for more detail.
This discussion raises the following questions:
Question 1.1. What structural property of a YBE solution corresponds to its struc-
ture rack (X, ⊳σ) being abelian? having abelian structure group G(X, ⊳σ)?
1Terminology varies a lot in the area: some authors assign the term abelian to the property
a ⊳ b = b ⊳ a, others to (a ⊳ b) ⊳ (c ⊳ d) = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ (b ⊳ d).
2I.e., satisfying the condition (a ⊳ b) ⊳ (c ⊳ d) = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ (b ⊳ d). They are also known as
entropic, and sometimes called abelian.
3The (rack) homology3 H•(X, ⊳) of a quandle (X, ⊳) is the homology of the fol-
lowing chain complex:
Ck(X, ⊳) = ZX
k,
dk(a1, . . . , ak) =
k∑
i=2
(−1)i−1[(a1, . . . , âi, . . . , ak)(1.3)
− (a1⊳ ai, . . . , ai−1⊳ ai, ai+1, . . . , ak)].
Here âi means that the entry ai is omitted, and the formula for dk is extended to
the whole ZXk by linearity. The rank of Hk(X, ⊳) is known to be r
k (as before,
r = #Orb(X, ⊳)) [EG03]. The torsion part ofH•(X, ⊳), which is the part needed for
powerful knot invariants and Hopf algebra classification [FRS95, CJK+03, AG03],
is much less uniform. Even the case of H2(X, ⊳), the most useful in practice, is
understood only for particular families of quandles: Alexander, quasigroup, one-
orbit etc. [FRS07, NP09, Cla10, NP11, PY15, GIV17, BIM+18].
In this paper we show that H2(X, ⊳) is torsion-free for a finite quandle with
abelian structure group (Corollary 7.3). For a general finite abelian quandle, the
torsion part ofH2(X, ⊳) is a sum of r (possibly different) quotients of G
′(X, ⊳) (The-
orem 7.1). These quotients can be anything between trivial, like in Corollary 8.4,
and the whole G′(X, ⊳), like in
H2(Um,n) ∼= Z
4 ⊕G′(Um,n)
2 ∼= Z4 ⊕ Z2gcd(m,n)
(Proposition 8.14). The situation here resembles what happens for one-orbit quan-
dles: there H2(X, ⊳) is also controlled by a finite group [GIV17]. Our main tool is
an explicit group morphism (working for any rack)
r∏
i=1
Stab(ai, G(X, ⊳))։ H2(X, ⊳),
where the ai are representatives of the orbits of (X, ⊳), and the stabiliser subgroups
refer to the classical G(X, ⊳)-action on X (Proposition 6.1).
We finish with an open question:
Question 1.2. How does the (general degree) homology of a finite abelian quandle
depend on its parameters?
In this paper we give examples suggesting that the answer might be rather subtle.
In particular we show that the group G′(X, ⊳) does not determine the torsion of
H2(X, ⊳) completely. For instance, the torsion can be trivial without G
′ being so.
2. A parametrisation of abelian quandles
In this section we classify finite abelian quandles with r orbits. Our description
generalises the presentation (1.1) of the quandles Um,n.
Fix a positive integer r ≥ 2. Take a collection of r(r−1)2 integers
(2.1) M = (mi,j)1≤j≤i<r , with 1 ≤ mi,i, and 0 ≤ mj,i < mi,i for i < j.
3One could also discuss the quandle homology of (X, ⊳), or consider more complicated coeffi-
cients than Z. Classical results [LN03] allow one to reduce these broader contexts to our case.
4This computation appeared before in [MP19]. Here we recover it using a different method,
which we then adapt to several generalisations of Um,n. In particular we correct a homology
computation from [MP19].
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It can be considered as a lower triangular matrix of size r− 1. To these parameters
we associate an abelian group
G(M) = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xr−1 |xixj = xjxi, x
mi,1
1 x
mi,2
2 · · ·x
mi,i
i = 1〉,
where i and j vary between 1 and r − 1. In what follows, it will be convenient to
use the notations x0 := 1 and mi := mi,i. The group G(M) is finite abelian, of
order m1m2 · · ·mr−1.
For example, for r = 2 we get a cyclic group of order m1, and for r = 4 and
M =
( m1
m2,1 m2
m3,1 m3,2 m3
)
we get 3 commuting generators subject to 3 relations
xm11 = 1,
x
m2,1
1 x
m2
2 = 1,
x
m3,1
1 x
m3,2
2 x
m3
3 = 1.
Now, take r collectionsM (1), . . . , M (r) as above, and consider the disjoint union
Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)) = G(M (1)) ⊔ . . . ⊔G(M (r)).
The generator xi of G(M
(j)) will be denoted by x
(j)
i . We endow Q(M
(1), . . . ,M (r))
with a binary operation ⊳ as follows. For any a(i) ∈ G(M (i)) and b(i+k) ∈ G(M (i+k))
(here 0 ≤ k < r, and the sum i+ k is considered modulo r), put
a(i) ⊳ b(i+k) = a(i)x
(i)
k ∈ G(M
(i)).
In particular, a(i) ⊳ b(i) = a(i). In the simplest case r = 2, we recover the quandle
U
m
(1)
1 ,m
(2)
1
from (1.1). For general r, we still get a quandle operation:
Proposition 2.1. The data (Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)), ⊳) above define an abelian quan-
dle. The r components G(M (i)) are its orbits.
Definition 2.2. The quandles above will be called filtered-permutation, or FP.
Proof. Quandle axioms (3) and (2), and the assertion about the orbits, are clear
from the construction. Moreover, the groups G(M (i)) are commutative, so all
right ⊳-actions commute, hence the abelianity axiom (1.2). Let us check the self-
distributivity axiom (1). By construction, all elements from the same orbit G(M (i))
of Q := Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)) right ⊳-act in the same way. Hence for all a, b, c ∈ Q
one has
(a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ (b ⊳ c),
as required. 
Recall that a quandle (X, ⊳) is called 2-reductive if the relation
(2.2) a ⊳ (b ⊳ c) = a ⊳ b
holds for all a, b, c ∈ X .
Theorem 2.3. For a finite quandle (X, ⊳), the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) (X, ⊳) is abelian;
(2) (X, ⊳) is 2-reductive;
(3) (X, ⊳) is (isomorphic to) a filtered-permutation quandle.
Moreover, two FP quandles with r ordered orbits are isomorphic if and only if
they have the same parameters M (1), . . . ,M (r).
5Definition 2.4. If (X, ⊳) ∼= Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)), as in (3), we call M (1), . . . ,M (r)
the parameters of (X, ⊳). To make this definition unambiguous, from now on we
will work with finite quandles with ordered orbits.
The equivalence (1)⇔ (2) is folklore; the equivalence (1)⇔ (3) and the unique-
ness assertion are implicit in [JPSZD15].
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). If (X, ⊳) is abelian, then
(a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b = (a ⊳ b) ⊳ (c ⊳ b) for all a, b, c ∈ X.
Since the right translation − ⊳ b is bijective, we deduce
a ⊳ c = a ⊳ (c ⊳ b) for all a, b, c ∈ X.
(2) ⇒ (1). If (X, ⊳) is 2-reductive, then
(a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ (b ⊳ c) = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b for all a, b, c ∈ X.
(3) ⇒ (1) was proved in Proposition 2.1.
The implication (1) ⇒ (3) requires more work. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite abelian,
hence 2-reductive, quandle. In particular, a ⊳ a′ = a ⊳ a = a for a and a′ from
the same orbit. Let O1, . . . , Or be the orbits of (X, ⊳). The 2-reductivity yields
permutations fi,j ∈ Perm(Oi), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r such that
(2.3) a ⊳ b = fi,j(a) for all a ∈ Oi, b ∈ Oj .
These permutations satisfy the following conditions:
(a) commutativity: fi,jfi,k = fi,kfi,j;
(b) transitivity: the fi,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, generate a transitive subgroup Gi of
Perm(Oi);
(c) freeness: a · g = a for some a ∈ Oi and g ∈ Gi implies a
′ · g = a′ for all
a′ ∈ Oi.
Indeed, (a) follows from abelianity, and (b) from the definition of orbits and the
finiteness of X . For (c), using transitivity, write a′ = a · h for some h ∈ Gi to get
a′ · g = (a · h) · g = a · (hg) = a · (gh) = (a · g) · h = a · h = a′.
Now, fix an index i. All the indices below are considered modulo r. By the
freeness, the permutation fi,i+1 consists of cycles of the same length; denote this
length by m
(i)
1 . Further, take an a ∈ Oi; the permutation fi,i+2 will send a to
a possibly different fi,i+1-cycle, but after m
(i)
2 iterations will bring it back to the
original fi,i+1-cycle for the first time. This yields a condition f
m
(i)
2
i,i+2(a) = f
−m
(i)
2,1
i,i+1 (a)
for some 0 ≤ m
(i)
2,1 < m
(i)
1 . Once again, freeness yields the relation f
m
(i)
2,1
i,i+1f
m
(i)
2
i,i+2 =
1 in Perm(Oi). Similarly, by looking when fi,i+3 brings a back to its original
〈fi,i+1, fi,i+2〉-orbit (where we are considering the subgroup of Perm(Oi) generated
by fi,i+1 and fi,i+2), one finds a relation f
m
(i)
3,1
i,i+1f
m
(i)
3,2
i,i+2f
m
(i)
3
i,i+3 = 1 in Perm(Oi), with
0 ≤ m
(i)
3,1 < m
(i)
1 and 0 ≤ m
(i)
3,2 < m
(i)
2 . See Fig. 2.1 for an example: here r = 4,
i = 1, and M (1) =
(
3
2 2
0 0 2
)
.
Iterating this argument, one obtains a parameter collectionM (i) of the form (2.1),
and a transitive action of the group G(M (i)) on Oi: the generator x
(i)
k of G(M
(i))
act by fi,i+k. Let us prove that this action is free. If it were not, one would have
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f1,2
f1,3
f1,4
Figure 2.1. An orbit of a 4-orbit abelian quandle.
a relation f
m′k,1
i,i+1f
m′k,2
i,i+2 · · · f
m′k,k−1
i,i+k−1f
m′k
i,i+k = 1 in Perm(Oi), with 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, and
0 < m′k < m
(i)
k . But this contradicts the minimality in the choice of m
(i)
k .
Now, choosing an ai ∈ Perm(Oi) for all i, one gets the following identifications:
G(M (i))↔ Oi,
(x
(i)
1 )
n1(x
(i)
2 )
n2 . . . (x
(i)
r−1)
nr−1 ↔ fn1i,i+1f
n2
i,i+2 . . . f
nr−1
i,i+r−1(ai).
Moreover, the action of fi,i+k on Oi corresponds to multiplying by x
(i)
k in G(M
(i)).
One obtains a quandle isomorphism Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)) ∼= (X, ⊳), thus (3).
Finally, by the freeness of the Gi-action on Oi, the parameter collection M
(i)
is independent of the choice of the orbit representative ai, and is thus uniquely
determined by the isomorphism class of (X, ⊳), where we require isomorphisms to
preserve a chosen order of orbits. 
Remark 2.5. The parametersM (1), . . . ,M (r) describe abelian quandles uniquely up
to component reordering, that is, up to the permutation action of the symmetric
group Sr. For r = 2, one gets rid of this redundancy by imposing m
(1)
1 ≤ m
(2)
1 .
3. Structure groups of abelian quandles
In this section we describe the structure group of a finite abelian quandle in
terms of its parameters.
Definition 3.1. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite abelian quandle with parametersM (i). Its pa-
rameter group is the following quotient of the direct product of the groups G(M (i)):
(3.1) G′(X, ⊳) :=
∏r
i=1G(M
(i))
/〈
x
(i)
j−ix
(j)
i−j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r
〉
.
7In the simplest case r = 2 we have
G′ = G(M
(1))×G(M (2))
/〈
x
(1)
1 x
(2)
1
〉
∼=
〈
x
(1)
1 , x
(2)
1 | (x
(1)
1 )
m
(1)
1 , (x
(2)
1 )
m
(2)
1 , x
(1)
1 x
(2)
1
〉
∼= Zgcd(m(1)1 ,m
(2)
1 )
.
Theorem 3.2. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite r-orbit abelian quandle. Its structure group
G(X, ⊳) is a central extension of Zr by its parameter group G′(X, ⊳). Moreover,
G′(X, ⊳) is a finite abelian group, and is (isomorphic to) the commutator subgroup
of G(X, ⊳).
In the proof we describe this extension explicitly. For r = 2 it looks as follows:
G ∼=
〈
h1, h2, q |h2h1 = qh1h2, h1q = qh1, h2q = qh2, q
d = 1
〉
,
where d = gcd(m
(1)
1 ,m
(2)
1 ).
In what follows we will often identify G′ with the commutator subgroup of G.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, it suffices to work with the filtered-permutation quandle
Q := Q(M (1), . . . ,M (r)). The defining relations of its structure group G are
(3.2) gagb = gbgaxj−i for a ∈ G(M
(i)), b ∈ G(M (j)).
As usual, the index j − i is taken modulo r. The decorations (i) are omitted when
clear from the context.
Denote by Gi the subgroup of G generated by the ga with a ∈ G(M
(i)). Since
x
(i)
0 = 1, it is commutative. Further, one can rewrite (3.2) as
(3.3) g−1a g
−1
b gagb = g
−1
a gaxj−i ∈ Gi.
In particular, this expression is independent of b. Exchanging the roles of a and b,
one gets
g−1b g
−1
a gbga = g
−1
b gbxi−j ∈ Gj ,
which is independent of a, and is the inverse of the preceding expression. Denoting
both sides of (3.3) by gi,j , one thus obtains elements gi,j ∈ Gi ∩ Gj (and hence
commuting with Gi and Gj), which allow one to break (3.3) into two parts:
gagb = gi,jgbga for a ∈ G(M
(i)), b ∈ G(M (j)),(3.4)
gaxj−i = gi,jga for a ∈ G(M
(i)).(3.5)
Moreover, the gi,j satisfy
gi,jgj,i = 1 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r,(3.6)
gi,i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.(3.7)
We will now prove that
gi,j is central in G for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r.(3.8)
Indeed, it can be written as g−1a ga′ , with a and a
′ from the same orbit G(M (i)).
Taking b ∈ G(M (j)), one computes
(3.9) g−1a ga′gb = g
−1
a gi,jgbga′ = gi,jg
−1
a gbga′ = gi,jgj,igbg
−1
a ga′ = gbg
−1
a ga′ ,
where we used that gi,j commutes with Gi.
Further, from (3.5) one sees that the gi,j together with the elements
hi := g1(i) ∈ Gi
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generate the whole group G. Indeed, one can put
g
(x
(i)
1 )
n1(x
(i)
2 )
n2 ...(x
(i)
r−1)
nr−1 = g
n1
i,i+1g
n2
i,i+2 . . . g
nr−1
i,i+r−1hi.
This is well defined if and only if one has
g
m
(i)
j,1
i,i+1g
m
(i)
j,2
i,i+2 . . . g
m
(i)
j,j
i,i+j = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j < r.(3.10)
If one assumes these conditions, relations (3.5) become redundant. Finally, since
the gi,j are central, it is sufficient to check relations (3.4) for the generators hi only:
hihj = gi,jhjhi.(3.11)
This yields a new presentation for the group G:
(3.12) G ∼= 〈gi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r ; hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r | (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.10), (3.11)〉.
Next, denote by G′′ the subgroup of G generated by the gi,j. From the pre-
sentation (3.12), one sees that G′′ is the commutator subgroup of G. It is well
known5 that the abelianisation of G is Zr = ⊕ri=1Zei. Indeed from the relations
gbga = gagb = gbga⊳b in Gab one deduces that ga = ga′ whenever a and a
′ lie in the
same orbit, thus the map ga 7→ ei for a from the orbit Oi = G(M
(i)) yields a group
isomorphism Gab ∼= Z
r. Hence the short exact sequence
0→ G′′ → G→ Zr → 0.
Since the gi,j are central in G, this presents G as a central extension of Z
r by G′′.
It remains to prove that the groups G′ := G′(X, ⊳) and G′′ are isomorphic.
Relations (3.6), (3.7), and (3.10) allow one to construct a surjective group morphism
ψ : G′ ։ G′′,
x
(i)
j 7→ gi,i+j .
To show its injectivity, we will construct a set-theoretic map
π : G→ G′
as follows. Take an element g ∈ G written using the generators gi,j and hi. Move
all the occurrences of h±11 to the left using the centrality of the gi,j and the twisted
commutativity (3.11) of the hi. Similarly, move all the occurrences of h
±1
2 right
after the h±11 , and so on. Use the relations hih
−1
i = h
−1
i hi = 1 to get a word of the
form hk11 . . . h
kr
r g
′′, where k1, . . . , kr ∈ Z, and g
′′ is a product of the gi,j±1. Next, in
g′′ replace each generator gi,j by x
(i)
j−i. Denote by g
′ the word obtained. Considering
it as an element of G′, put π(g) = g′. This is well defined. Indeed, relations (3.6),
(3.7), (3.10), and g±1i,j g
∓1
i,j = 1 have counterparts in G
′; relation (3.8) does not
change the result by construction; and neither do (3.11) and h±1i h
∓1
i = 1, as shows
a computation similar to (3.9), combined with (3.6). Consider the restriction
ϕ := π|G′′ : G
′′ → G′.
It simply replaces each gi,j by x
(i)
j−i in any representative of an element of G
′′, and
is thus the desired inverse of ψ.
Finally, G′ is a finite abelian group, since so are the groups G(M (i)). 
5and true for any rack
94. Quandles with abelian structure group
Finally, we are ready to classify all finite quandles with abelian structure group.
Definition 4.1. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite abelian quandle with r orbits. Its parameter
matrix M(X, ⊳) is constructed from its parameters M (i) as follows. Its columns
are indexed by couples (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r. Its rows are indexed by couples
(i, j) with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j < r. All couples are ordered lexicographically here.
The row (i, j) corresponds to the jth row of M (i); for all 1 ≤ k ≤ min{j, r − i}, it
contains m
(i)
j,k in the column (i, i + k), and for all r − i < k ≤ j, it contains −m
(i)
j,k
in the column (i+ k − r, i).
For r = 2 and the parameters M (1) = (m(1)1 ) and M
(2) = (m(2)1 ), one gets
M(X, ⊳) =
(
m
(1)
1
−m
(2)
1
)
.
For r = 3, there are 3 columns: (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), and
M(X, ⊳) =

m
(1)
1 · ·
m
(1)
2,1 m
(1)
2 ·
· · m
(2)
1
−m
(2)
2 · m
(2)
2,1
· −m
(3)
1 ·
· −m
(3)
2,1 −m
(3)
2

(the dots are zeroes).
Theorem 4.2. For a finite quandle (X, ⊳), the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the structure group of (X, ⊳) is abelian;
(2) the quandle (X, ⊳) is abelian, and its parameter group G′(X, ⊳) is trivial;
(3) the quandle (X, ⊳) is abelian, and the maximal minors of its parameter
matrix M(X, ⊳) are globally coprime.
For r = 2, the coprimality condition from the theorem becomes gcd(m
(1)
1 ,m
(2)
1 ) =
1, and we recover the classification of finite quandles with structure group Z2 from
[BN19]. For r = 3, we will simplify the condition from the theorem in Section 5.
Proof. Let us first show that a finite quandle (X, ⊳) with abelian structure group
G := G(X, ⊳) is abelian. Indeed, by the construction of the structure group, and
due to quandle axioms (1) and (2), the assignment a · gb := a ⊳ b extends to a right
action of G on X . Since G is abelian, we get
(a ⊳ b) ⊳ c = (a · gb) · gc = a · (gbgc) = a · (gcgb) = (a · gc) · gb = (a ⊳ c) ⊳ b.
Thus we only need to understand which finite abelian quandles have abelian
structure group. By Theorem 3.2, this happens if and only the parameter group
G′ := G′(X, ⊳) is trivial. Indeed, if G′ is trivial, than G ∼= Zr; and if G is abelian,
then by [LV19] it is free abelian, hence the only possibility for its finite subgroup G′
is to be trivial. We thus proved (1) ⇐⇒ (2).
Let us show the equivalence (2)⇐⇒ (3). Assume the quandle (X, ⊳) abelian, with
parametersM (i). The group G′ admits as generators the elements x
(i)
j for i+j ≤ r,
since for i+j > r one has x
(i)
j = (x
(j+i−r)
r−j )
−1. With these n := r(r−1)2 generators,G
′
is isomorphic to the quotient of Zn by the row space of the matrixM :=M(X, ⊳).
Indeed, the rows of M encode the defining relations of the components G(M (i))
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of G, taking into account the identification x
(i)
j = (x
(j+i−r)
r−j )
−1. By a classical
argument, the triviality of G′ is then equivalent to the maximal minors ofM being
globally coprime. This can be seen as follows: given a finitely generated abelian
group, both its isomorphism class and the greatest common divisor of the maximal
minors of its presentation matrix as above are invariant under elementary row
and column operations, and for a matrix in Smith normal form, the triviality of the
group and the minors condition are both equivalent to the matrix being of maximal
rank with all diagonal entries equal to 1. 
One can ask whether there are many quandles satisfying the conditions from the
theorem. The answer is yes, as is shown by the following example:
Proposition 4.3. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite abelian quandle with r orbits, and assume
that its parameters m
(i)
j,k vanish whenever k < j. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) the structure group of (X, ⊳) is Zr;
(b) gcd(m
(i)
j ,m
(j+i−r)
r−j ) = 1 whenever i+ j > r.
The quandles from the proposition have r(r − 1) non-zero parameters m
(i)
j , and
condition (b) divides them into r(r−1)2 coprime pairs. One thus obtains, for each r,
an infinite family of quandles with structure group Zr.
Proof. One could compute the maximal minors from the point (3) of Theorem 4.2.
Instead, we choose here to check the triviality of the abelian group G′ := G′(X, ⊳),
and use the equivalence (1)⇐⇒ (2) from the theorem. In our situation, G′ has the
following presentation:
G′ ∼= 〈x
(i)
j |
(
x
(i)
j
)m(i)
j
= 1, x
(l)
k−lx
(k)
l−k = 1 〉,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j < r, and 1 ≤ l < k ≤ r. The last condition means that
the generators x
(l)
k−l and x
(k)
l−k are mutually inverse. The above presentation then
rewrites as
G′ ∼= 〈x
(i)
j , i+ j > r |
(
x
(i)
j
)gcd(m(i)
j
,m
(j+i−r)
r−j
)
= 1, i+ j > r 〉,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j < r. But this is the direct product of the cyclic groups of
orders gcd(m
(i)
j ,m
(j+i−r)
r−j ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j < r, and i+ j > r. 
5. Quandles with structure group Z3
In the case r = 3, instead of computing the
(
6
3
)
= 20 maximal minors of the 6×3
parameter matrix, it is in fact sufficient to compute only 7 simple greatest common
divisors:
Theorem 5.1. The structure group of a finite quandle is Z3 if and only if it is
abelian with 3 orbits, and its parameters satisfy the following conditions:
(1) gcd(m
(1)
1 ,m
(1)
2,1,m
(2)
2 ) = gcd(m
(1)
2 ,m
(3)
1 ,m
(3)
2,1) = gcd(m
(2)
1 ,m
(2)
2,1,m
(3)
2 ) = 1;
(2) gcd(m
(1)
1 ,m
(1)
2,1,m
(2)
1 ,m
(3)
2 ) = gcd(m
(1)
1 ,m
(2)
2 ,m
(3)
1 ,m
(3)
2,1)
= gcd(m
(1)
2 ,m
(2)
1 ,m
(2)
2,1,m
(3)
1 ) = 1;
(3) gcd(m
(1)
1 , m
(2)
1 , m
(3)
1 , m
(1)
2,1m
(2)
2,1m
(3)
2,1 −m
(1)
2 m
(2)
2 m
(3)
2 ) = 1.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we may assume our quandle abelian with 3 orbits. For the
sake of readability, let us rename the entries of its parameter matrix and permute
its rows, to get the matrix
(5.1) M =

a · ·
· b ·
· · c
u v ·
w · x
· y z
 .
The conditions from the theorem then become:
(1) gcd(a, u, w) = gcd(b, v, y) = gcd(c, x, z) = 1;
(2) gcd(a, b, w, y) = gcd(a, c, u, z) = gcd(b, c, v, x) = 1;
(3) gcd(a, b, c,∆) = 1,
where ∆ = uxy + vwz = − det
u v ·w · x
· y z
. By Theorem 4.2, we need to prove
that these three conditions are equivalent to the coprimality of the maximal minors
of M , which here means
(4) D := gcd(abc, abx, abz, avc, avx, avz, ayc, ayx, bcu, bcw, bux, buz, bwz,
cvw, cuy, cwy,∆) = 1.
All monomials in these minors contain one element from each column of M , so (4)
=⇒ (1). Similarly, all monomials contain, say, one element from the first column and
one from the second, and never u and v simultaneously, so gcd(a, b, w, y) divides D.
A similar argument for the remaining pairs of columns yields (4) =⇒ (2). Finally,
all the minors except for ∆ are divisible by a, b, or c, hence (4) =⇒ (3).
In the opposite direction, gcd(a, u, w) = 1 implies gcd(abc, bcu, bcw) = bc. Sim-
ilarly, gcd(b, v, y) = 1 implies gcd(abc, avc, ayc) = ac, and gcd(c, x, z) = 1 implies
gcd(abc, abx, abz) = ab. Hence (1) allows one to simplify D as
D = gcd(bc, ac, ab, avx, avz, ayx, bux, buz, bwz, cvw, cuy, cwy,∆).
Also, gcd(c, x, z) = 1 implies gcd(avc, avx, avz) = av. Analogous arguments lead
to further simplifications:
D = gcd(bc, ac, ab, av, ax, bu, bz, cw, cy,∆).
Now, gcd(a, b, w, y) = 1 yields gcd(ac, bc, wc, yc) = c. Repeating the same argument
for other conditions from (2), one gets
D = gcd(a, b, c,∆),
which is 1 by (3). 
One could deduce conditions (1)-(3) above from the triviality of the parameter
group G′ in a more conceptual way. Indeed, if G′ is trivial, it remains so when one
forgets any two of its three generators—that is, when one removes any two of the
three columns of the matrix M from (5.1). The maximal minors of the remaining
6 × 1 matrices yield conditions (1). Similarly, when one forgets, say, the third
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generator, one is left with the matrix
a ·
· b
· ·
u v
w ·
· y
 .
Since the relations xm = xn = 1 are equivalent to xgcd(m,n) = 1, this matrix defines
the same group as the matrixgcd(a, w) ·· gcd(b, y)
u v
 .
Applying to this matrix the proposition below, one gets conditions (2).
Proposition 5.2. Define the abelian group G as the quotient of Z2 by the row
space of the matrix
M =
a ·· b
c d
 .
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) G is trivial;
(b) gcd(ab, ad, bc) = 1;
(c) gcd(a, b) = gcd(a, c) = gcd(b, d) = 1.
Proof.
(a)⇔ (b): This follows by computing the maximal minors ofM . (Cf. the argument
at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.2.)
(b)⇒ (c): This follows from the obvious inclusion of 〈ab, ad, bc〉 in the three sub-
groups of Z that are 〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉, 〈b, d〉.
(c)⇒ (b): Let u, v ∈ Z be such that au + bv = 1. Let p, q, r, s ∈ Z be such that
pb+ qd = u and ra+ sc = v. Then
(ab)(p+ r) + (ad)q + (bc)s = 1
implies (b) as desired. 
Finally, assume p := gcd(a, b, c,∆) greater than 1. Our group G′ remains trivial
when one requires the pth powers of its generators to vanish. This corresponds to
considering the coefficients of the matrix M from (5.1) modulo p. Since p divides
a, b, and c, the first three rows of the matrix obtained vanish. Since p also divides
∆ = − det
u v ·w · x
· y z
, all maximal minors of our matrix vanish. But for the
group to be trivial, these maximal minors have to be coprime.
6. Structure group vs homology: path maps
Before investigating the homology of abelian quandles, let us describe a relation
between the structure group G and the second homology group H2 of any quandle
(or even rack) (X, ⊳). To do this, we will reverse the usual order in the definition
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of H2 (restrict to the kernel Z2 of d2, then mod out the image B2 of d3): we will
instead consider the quotient Q2 := C2/B2 before restricting it to H2 = Z2/B2.
We will use the classical rack homology decomposition. Let Oi be the orbits of
(X, ⊳). By the formula (1.3), the differentials dk preserve the decomposition
(6.1) Ck(X, ⊳) =
⊕
i
ZOi ×X
k−1.
For L ∈ {C,Z,B,Q,H}, denote by Lk;i the part of Lk corresponding to ZOi×X
k−1.
Recall also the classical (truncated) topological realisationBX forQ2 [FRS07]: it
consists of X-labelled vertices, X-labelled directed edges a
b
→ a ⊳ b (corresponding
to the generator (a, b) of C2), and squares of the form
a ⊳ c
b⊳c // (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c
a
b //
c
OO
a ⊳ b
c
OO
The homology group H2 of a quandle is the 1st homology group H1(BX,Z) of this
space, since the boundary of the edge a
b
→ a ⊳ b coincides with
d2(a, b) = a ⊳ b− a,
and the boundary of a square as above coincides with
d3(a, b, c) = (a ⊳ b, c)− (a, c)− (a ⊳ c, b ⊳ c) + (a, b).
The orbit decomposition (6.1) becomes the connected component decomposition
for the CW space BX .
Now, fix an a ∈ X , and take a g ∈ G written as a word w in the generators
gb. Consider the path in BX starting from the vertex a and consisting of edges
labelled by the letters from w; an edge points to the right or to the left depending
on whether the corresponding generator or its inverse is in w. The labels of the
remaining vertices are reconstructed from the edge labels in a unique way. The
rightmost vertex label will be denoted by a · g; it will be shown to be independent
of the choice of the representative w of g, and to yield the classical G-action on X .
Here is an example with w = gbg
−1
c gd:
a
b // a ⊳ b (a ⊳ b) ⊳˜ c
coo d // ((a ⊳ b) ⊳˜ c) ⊳ d .
As usual, − ⊳˜ c is the inverse of the right translation − ⊳ c. This path corresponds
to (the class of) the element
(a, b)− ((a ⊳ b) ⊳˜ c, c) + ((a ⊳ b) ⊳˜ c, d) ∈ Q2,
and we have a · gbg
−1
c gd = ((a ⊳ b) ⊳˜ c) ⊳ d.
Proposition 6.1. Let (X, ⊳) be a rack. Fix an a ∈ X lying in the orbit Oi. The
construction above defines a (set-theoretic) map
pa : G(X, ⊳)→ Q2;i(X, ⊳).
It restricts to a surjective group morphism
p′a : Ga ։ H2;i(X, ⊳),
where Ga is the stabiliser subgroup of a in G(X, ⊳) for the action · above.
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The maps p′a will help us deduce things about the cohomology of abelian quandles
from what we know about their structure groups. We hope that in other situations
they might also transport insights about homology to structure groups.
Proof. We need to check that pa is compatible with the relations gbg
−1
b = g
−1
b gb = 1
and gbgcg
−1
c⊳bg
−1
c = 1 in G := G(X, ⊳). By construction, consecutive gb and g
−1
b are
sent to the same edge travelled in opposite directions, which can be omitted. The
expression gbgcg
−1
c⊳bg
−1
c is sent to the boundary of a square, hence can be omitted
in Q2 as well. Thus the map pa is well defined. In particular, the rightmost vertex
label of pa(g), denoted by a · g, is well defined, and yields a transitive right action
of G on Oi. This action is determined by the property a · gb = a ⊳ b for all a, b ∈ X .
By construction, we have
pa(gg
′) = pa(g)pa·g(g
′),(6.2)
d2(pa(g)) = a · g − a
for all g, g′ ∈ G. If g fixes a, these become pa(gg
′) = pa(g)pa(g
′) and d2(pa(g)) = 0,
so pa restricts to a group morphism Ga → H2;i.
It remains to check that this restriction p′a is surjective. Elements of H2;i are
linear combinations of classes of loops in BX . If a loop representative starts at
some a′ ∈ Oi, we may conjugate it by a path connecting a to a
′, as a and a′ lie in
the same orbit Oi. This does not change the homology class of the loop. Hence
each loop is in the image of p′a. 
Definition 6.2. The maps pa above will be referred to as path maps.
By (6.2), path maps are group 1-cocycles.
Remark 6.3. For a and a′ from the same orbit, the stabiliser subgroups Ga and Ga′
are related by a conjugation in G, which intertwines the restricted path maps p′a
and p′a′ .
7. Quandles with abelian structure group have torsion-free H2
For abelian quandles, path maps relate the torsion of H2, which is the interesting
part for applications, to the parameter group G′, which we studied above:
Theorem 7.1. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite abelian quandle with r orbits. Then
(7.1) H2(X, ⊳) ∼= Z
r2
⊕
⊕ri=1Ti,
where the finite groups Ti are all quotients of the parameter group G
′(X, ⊳).
More precisely, Ti is the image of G
′ (seen as the commutator subgroup of G)
by the path map pa for any a from the orbit Oi.
Definition 7.2. The groups Ti will be called the torsion groups of (X, ⊳).
By Theorem 4.2, the parameter group of a finite quandle with abelian structure
group is trivial. Hence all its quotients Ti are trivial as well, and we obtain
Corollary 7.3. Let (X, ⊳) be a finite r-orbit quandle with abelian structure group.
Then its 2nd homology group is torsion-free: H2(X, ⊳) ∼= Z
r2 .
The converse of this corollary is false: in Proposition 8.7 we will describe abelian
quandles with non-abelian structure group and torsion-free H2.
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. We will show the decomposition H2;i ∼= Z
r ⊕ Ti for all 1 ≤
i ≤ r, which implies (7.1).
Let O1, . . . , Or be the orbits of (X, ⊳). Fix an a ∈ Oi, and recall the restricted
path map p′a : Ga ։ H2;i.
Since our quandle is abelian, commutators in G act trivially on any element
of X , so the commutator subgroup G′ is a subgroup of the stabiliser subgroup Ga.
The subgroup G′ is normal (even central) in G, hence in Ga. So, p
′
a induces a
surjective group morphism p′a : Ga/G
′
։ H2;i/p
′
a(G
′). The group Ti := p
′
a(G
′)
is an isomorphic image, hence a quotient, of G′. It is finite since G′ is so. By
Remark 6.3, it is independent of the choice of the representative a of the orbit Oi.
Further, the inclusion Ga →֒ G induces an inclusion Ga/G
′ →֒ G/G′. One can
assemble everything in a commutative diagram, where all arrows but pa are group
morphisms, and the three squares commute:
G

pa // Q2;i
G/G′ Ga
6 V
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘ p′a // //

H2;i

6 V
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
Ga/G
′
6 V
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
p′a // // H2;i/Ti
Here all the maps ։ and →֒ are the obvious quotients and inclusions. In what
follows they will all be abusively denoted by π and ι respectively.
We will now prove that p′a is injective, hence a group isomorphism. This will
give the short exact sequence
0→ Ti → H2;i → Ga/G
′ → 0.
The group Ga/G
′ is a subgroup of G/G′ = Gab ∼= Z
r (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2).
As a result, Ga/G
′ ∼= Zr
′
for some r′ ≤ r. Our short exact sequence becomes
0→ Ti → H2;i → Z
r′ → 0.
Since Zr
′
is free abelian, the sequence splits: H2;i ∼= Z
r′ ⊕ Ti. The group Ti being
finite, we have rk(H2;i) = r
′. From [EG03] (or from a direct inspection of the orbit
Oi = G(M
(i))), we get rk(H2;i) = r, hence r = r
′, and H2;i ∼= Z
r ⊕ Ti as desired.
To prove the injectivity of p′a, we need the group isomorphism πG : G/G
′ =
Gab
∼
→ Zr = ⊕rj=1Zej induced by the map πG : G ։ Z
r sending gb to ej for all
b from the orbit Oj (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2). Similarly, the assignment
(a′, b) 7→ ej for b ∈ Oj induces a map πQ : Q2;i ։ Z
r; indeed, πQ sends boundaries
d3(a
′, b, c) = (a′ ⊳ b, c)− (a′, c)− (a′ ⊳ c, b ⊳ c)+ (a′, b) to 0. Recalling the definition
of the path map pa, one sees that it intertwines πG and πQ: πG = πQpa. Finally,
the group Ti = p
′
a(G
′) is generated by (the classes of) the loops of the form
a ⊳ c
b // (a ⊳ b) ⊳ c
a
b //
c
OO
a ⊳ b
c
OO
The map πQ sends them to 0, and thus induces a map πT : H2;i/Ti → Z
r. One can
now extend the above commutative diagram by two triangles and one square, all
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of which commute:
Z
r
G

pa //
πG
77 77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Q2;i
πQ
ffff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
G/G′
@A
GF
≃πG
//
Ga
3 S
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼ p′a // //

H2;i

3 S
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
Ga/G
′
3 S
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
p′a // // H2;i/Ti
BC
ED
πT
oo
From this diagram, one reads
πT p
′
aπ = πTπp
′
a = πQιp
′
a = πQpaι = πGι = πGπι = πGιπ.
Since π is surjective, this implies πT p
′
a = πGι. Both πG and ι being injective, so is
p′a, as desired. 
8. Structure group vs homology: examples
Let us now see how the parameter group G′ and the torsion groups Ti look like
in particular cases.
We will start with the rank 2 case, i.e. with the quandles Um,n. In Section 3 we
determined their parameter groups:
G′(Um,n) ∼= Zgcd(m,n).
Proposition 8.1. The 2nd homology group of a 2-orbit abelian quandle Um,n is
H2(Um,n) ∼= Z
4 ⊕ Z2gcd(m,n).
In particular, its torsion groups both coincide with the whole parameter group:
T1 ∼= T2 ∼= G
′.
Proof. Put d = gcd(m,n), O1 = {x0, x1, . . . , xm−1}, O2 = {y0, y1, . . . , yn−1}. We
will construct a map ϕ : Q2;1 → Zd sending (the class of) (x0, x1) − (x0, x0) to 1.
Here we used the description (1.1) of Um,n. This shows that the order of (x0, x1)−
(x0, x0) is at least d. In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we saw that g
−1
x0
gx0⊳y0 = g
−1
x0
gx1
generates the parameter groupG′ ∼= Zd, therefore p
′
x0
(g−1x0 gx1) = −(x0, x0)+(x0, x1)
generates T1. Hence T1 ∼= Zd. Similarly, T2 ∼= Zd. Theorem 7.1 allows us to
conclude.
To describe the map ϕ, we need the map
• : Um,n → Zd,
xi 7→ i mod d,
yk 7→ −k mod d.
We have
a ⊳ b =

a+ 1 if a ∈ O1, b ∈ O2,
a− 1 if a ∈ O2, b ∈ O1,
a otherwise.
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Further, extend the assignment
(a, b) 7→ b− a
to a map ψ : C2,1 → Zd by linearisation. Let us check that it induces a map
ϕ : Q2;1 → Zd. We have
ψ(d3(a, b, c)) = ψ((a ⊳ b, c)− (a, c)− (a ⊳ c, b ⊳ c) + (a, b))
= c− a ⊳ b− c+ a− b ⊳ c+ a ⊳ c+ b− a
= −a ⊳ b− b ⊳ c+ a ⊳ c+ b.
Testing all possibilities for the orbits of a, b and c, one sees that ψ(d3(a, b, c)) always
vanishes, so ψ indeed survives in the quotient Q2;1. Further, as announced,
ψ((x0, x1)− (x0, x0)) = (1 − 0)− (0− 0) = 1. 
To construct an example where not all the Ti are the same, we need
Proposition 8.2. Given a finite abelian quandle, the order of any element in the
torsion group Ti divides the square of the size of the orbit Oi.
Proof. Fix an a′ ∈ Oi, and put n := #Oi. As seen in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the
elements g−1b gb⊳c generate G
′, therefore the elements p′a′(g
−1
b gb⊳c) = −(a, b)+(a, b ⊳
c), where a = a′ ⊳˜ b, generate Ti. Thus it suffices to show that n
2(−(a, b) + (a, b ⊳
c)) = 0 in Q2;i for all a ∈ Oi, b, c ∈ X . Again by the proof of Theorem 2.3, the
element g−1b gb⊳c of G
′ depends only on the orbits of b and c. This yields
(g−1b gb⊳c)
n = (g−1b gb⊳c)(g
−1
b⊳cg(b⊳c)⊳c) · · · (g
−1
b⊳cn−1
gb⊳cn) = g
−1
b gb⊳cn ,
where b ⊳ ck stands for (· · · ((b ⊳ c) ⊳ c) · · · ) ⊳ c, with k occurrences of c. Since
g−1b gb⊳c is central in G, so is g
−1
b gb⊳cn , and we get
(g−1b gb⊳c)
n2 = (g−1b gb⊳cn)
n = g−nb g
n
b⊳cn .
Further, the defining relations of the structure group yield
gb⊳cn = g
−1
c gb⊳cn−1gc = . . . = g
−n
c gbg
n
c ,
so (g−1b gb⊳c)
n2 = g−nb g
−n
c g
n
b g
n
c . As shown in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the right
translation − ⊳ b divides Oi into cycles of equal length, which has to divide n =
#Oi. Hence g
n
b stabilises a ∈ Oi: g
n
b ∈ Ga. The same holds for g
n
c . Then
n2(−(a, b) + (a, b ⊳ c)) = p′a′((g
−1
b gb⊳c)
n2) = p′a′(g
−n
b g
−n
c g
n
b g
n
c )
= −p′a′(g
n
b )− p
′
a′(g
n
c ) + p
′
a′(g
n
b ) + p
′
a′(g
n
c ) = 0,
as desired. 
Remark 8.3. Along the same lines, one shows that a ⊳ bn = a ⊳ cm = a for some
(equivalently, any) a ∈ Oi, b ∈ Oj , c ∈ Ok implies that the order of the generator
p′a(x
(j)
k−j) in Ti divides mn. The optimal choice for m and n is the order of x
(i)
j−i
and x
(i)
k−i in G(M
(i)) respectively.
Proposition 8.2 directly implies
Corollary 8.4. Given a finite abelian quandle with a 1-element orbit Oi, its torsion
group Ti is trivial.
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To get a concrete example, let us extend the quandle Um,n by adding an ele-
ment z, and putting
(8.1) a ⊳ b = a whenever a = z or b = z.
One gets a 3-orbit abelian quandle, denoted by U∗m,n. Its parameter matrix is m · ·· 1 ·· · 1−n · ·
· −1 ·
· · −1
.
Proposition 8.5. The parameter group of the quandle U∗m,n is
G′(U∗m,n)
∼= Zgcd(m,n).
Its 2nd homology group is
H2(U
∗
m,n)
∼= Z9 ⊕ Z2gcd(m,n).
In particular, its torsion groups are
T1 ∼= T2 ∼= G
′, T3 ∼= {0}.
Observe that Um,n and U
∗
m,n have the same torsion in H2.
Proof. The parameter group is easily computed from the parameter matrix (recall
that the columns represent generators, and the rows relations).
Since the orbit O3 of U
∗
m,n is one-element, by Corollary 8.4 the torsion group T3
is trivial. To get T1 ∼= T2 ∼= Zgcd(m,n), one can extend the map ψ from the proof
of Proposition 8.1 from Um,n to U
∗
m,n by putting ψ(a, b) = 0 whenever a = z or
b = z. 
We continue with computations for one more family of abelian quandles. In par-
ticular we obtain two 3-orbit quandles (U∗2,2 and U
⋆
2,2) having the same parameter
group G′ but different homology groups H2.
Extend the quandle Um,n by two elements z0 and z1, with
a ⊳ zs = a for all a,
zs ⊳ xi = zs ⊳ yk = zs+1.
Here and below s ∈ {0, 1}, and the index s + 1 is taken modulo 2. One gets a
3-orbit abelian quandle, denoted by U⋆m,n. Its parameter matrix is m · ·· 1 ·· · 1−n · ·
· −2 ·
· −1 −1
.
Proposition 8.6. The parameter group of the quandle U⋆m,n is
G′(U⋆m,n)
∼= Zgcd(m,n).
Its 2nd homology group is
H2(U
⋆
m,n)
∼= Z9 ⊕ Z2gcd(m,n) ⊕ Zgcd(m,n,2).
In particular, its torsion groups are
T1 ∼= T2 ∼= G
′, T3 ∼= Zgcd(m,n,2),
so that T3 ∼= G
′ if and only if gcd(m,n) ∈ {1, 2}.
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Proof. As usual, the parameter group can be computed from the parameter matrix.
For T1 and T2, the proof we gave for U
∗
m,n repeats verbatim. For T3, we need to
compute the order t of p′z0(g
−1
x0
gx0⊳y0) in H2. We know that t divides the order of
g−1x0 gx0⊳y0 = g
−1
x0
gx1 in G
′, which is gcd(m,n). On the other hand, in G we have
gygxgygy = gygyg(y⊳y)⊳yg(x⊳y)⊳y = gygygyg(x⊳y)⊳y,
where x := x0 and y := y0. Since gygx, gygy and gyg(x⊳y)⊳y stabilise z0, this yields
p′z0(gygx) + p
′
z0
(gygy) = p
′
z0
(gygy) + p
′
z0
(gyg(x⊳y)⊳y),
hence p′z0(gygx) = p
′
z0
(gyg(x⊳y)⊳y), and
0 = p′z0((gygx)
−1(gyg(x⊳y)⊳y)) = p
′
z0
(g−1x g(x⊳y)⊳y)
= p′z0((g
−1
x gx⊳y)(g
−1
x⊳yg(x⊳y)⊳y)) = p
′
z0
(g−1x gx⊳y) + p
′
z0
(g−1x⊳yg(x⊳y)⊳y)
= 2p′z0(g
−1
x gx⊳y).
So, t divides 2, and hence gcd(m,n, 2). It remains to show that, if m and n are
both even, then t = 2. For this we will construct a map θ : Q2;3 → Z2 not vanishing
on (the class of) p′z0(g
−1
x gx⊳y) = (z1, x1)− (z1, x0). Put
• : U⋆m,n → Z2,
xi 7→ i mod 2,
yk 7→ k mod 2,
zs 7→ 0.
For a ∈ Oi and b ∈ Oj , we have
a ⊳ b =
{
a+ 1 if {i, j} = {1, 2},
a otherwise.
Further, put
ε(a, b) =
{
1 if a = z0, b ∈ O1,
0 otherwise,
and extend the assignment (a, b) 7→ ε(a, b) + b to a map ψ : C2,3 → Z2 by linearisa-
tion. Let us check that it induces a map θ : Q2;3 → Z2. We have
ψ(d3(a, b, c)) = ψ((a ⊳ b, c)− (a, c)− (a ⊳ c, b ⊳ c) + (a, b))
= b ⊳ c+ b+ ε(a ⊳ b, c) + ε(a, c) + ε(a ⊳ c, b) + ε(a, b).
The part b ⊳ c+b vanishes unless {i, j} = {1, 2}, where b ∈ Oi, c ∈ Oj ; the part ε(a ⊳
b, c) + ε(a, c) vanishes unless c ∈ O1 and b ∈ O1 ∪O2; similarly, ε(a ⊳ c, b) + ε(a, b)
vanishes unless b ∈ O1 and c ∈ O1 ∪ O2. The sum of these three parts is zero in
any case. Further, as announced,
θ((z1, x1)− (z1, x0)) = 1− 0 = 1. 
We finish with another generalisation of the family Um,n, borrowed from [MP19].
Given positive integers n1, . . . , nr, put Oi := Zni , Un1,...,nr := ⊔
r
i=1Oi, and
a ⊳ b =
{
a if a and b are from the same Oi,
a+ 1 if a and b are from different Oi.
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In terms of the permutations fi,j from (2.3), for each i we impose all the fi,j to be
the same cycle a 7→ a + 1 on Oi. This is an r-orbit quandle, with orbits Oi. The
case r = 2 covers the family Um,n. In the case r = 3, the parameter matrix is n1 · ·−1 1 ·· · n2
−1 · −1
· −n3 ·
· 1 −1
.
Proposition 8.7. For r ≥ 3, the parameter group of the quandle Un1,...,nr is
G′(Un1,...,nr)
∼= Zgcd(n1,...,nr,2).
For r = 3, its 2nd homology group is
H2(Un1,n2,n3)
∼= Z9 ⊕ Zrgcd(n1,n2,n3,2).
In particular, all torsion groups coincide with the whole parameter group:
T1 ∼= T2 ∼= T3 ∼= G
′.
For r ≥ 4, there is no torsion:
H2(Un1,...,nr )
∼= Zr
2
.
Homology computations for these quandles were done in [MP19]. Here we correct
their result for the r ≥ 4 case.
Proof. Recall the presentation (3.1) for the parameter group G′. In our case the
relations coming from a component G(M (i)) can be interpreted as follows:
(1) the generators x
(i)
j depend on i only, and can thus be denoted by gi;
(2) gnii = 1 for all i.
The inter-component relations, x
(i)
j−ix
(j)
i−j = 1 for i < j, become gigj = 1. Since
r ≥ 3, for any i, j there is a k /∈ {i, j}, and gigk = gjgk = 1 yields gi = gj. So, one
has only one generator g := gi (for any i). In terms of this generator, the relations
become gni = 1 for all i, and g2 = 1. Summarising, one gets a cyclic group of order
gcd(n1, . . . , nr, 2).
Now, from Theorem 7.1 we know that each Ti is a quotient ofG
′ ∼= Zgcd(n1,...,nr ,2).
In the case r = 3, to see that, say, T1 is the whole Z2 when all the ni are even, one
can repeat the argument from the proof of Proposition 8.6, putting
a = a mod 2 for all a,
ε(a, b) =
{
1 if a = 1, b ∈ O1 ⊔O3,
0 otherwise.
In the case r ≥ 4, it remains to show the triviality of, say, T1. Computations
below will be done in Q2, and will be valid for all a, a
′ ∈ O1, b, b
′ ∈ Oi, c ∈ Oj ,
with 1 6= i 6= j 6= 1. Relation d3(a, a
′, b) = 0 in Q2 yields
(a+ 1, a′ + 1) = (a, a′).
Relation d3(a, b, a
′) = 0 yields
(a, b+ 1)− (a, b) = (a+ 1, a′)− (a, a′).
This expression is independent of b nor a′; let us denote it by ϕ(a). Finally, relation
d3(a, b, c) = 0 yields
(8.2) (a+ 1, b+ 1)− (a, b) = (a+ 1, c)− (a, c).
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Given a d ∈ Ok, k 6= 1, one can always find j /∈ {1, i, k} (recall that we have r ≥ 4
orbits), so
(a+ 1, b+ 1)− (a, b) = (a+ 1, c)− (a, c) = (a+ 1, d+ 1)− (a, d).
Thus the LHS of (8.2) is independent of b (as long as it does not lie in O1). Let us
denote it by ψ(a). Looking at the RHS of (8.2), one gets
ψ(a) = (a+1, b+1)−(a, b) = (a+1, b+1)−(a, b+1)+(a, b+1)−(a, b) = ψ(a)+ϕ(a),
hence ϕ(a) = 0 for all a. But this means that the generator (a, b ⊳ c) − (a, b) =
(a, b+ 1)− (a, b) of H2 is trivial. 
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